AMIA’s Alan Stark Award

The Alan Stark Award honors individuals who have made a significant contribution through their efforts on a special project or in project management that contributes to, and supports, the work of moving image archives and/or the operations of AMIA. Examples of qualifying projects are projects that have advanced the field, advanced an institution, streamlined a workflow, improved an existing process, increased access to a collection, highlighted a collection, highlighted an institution, helped preserve a collection, directly benefited the operations of the AMIA, etc.

Named for Alan Stark, the award honors Alan’s commitment to AMIA, his contributions to the preservation of moving image archives, and his belief that the work done to preserve our audiovisual heritage is strengthened by the diversity of experts working in the field.

Award Recipients
2018: Jeffrey Stoiber
2017: Regina Longo
2016: Dave Rice
2015: KerrySue Underwood
2014: Grover Crisp and Michael Friend
2013: Dan Wingate
2013: Taylor Whitney
2012: Alicia Kubes